
We just love the Otolift stairlift for curved
staircases, it’s stylish, reliable, versatile
and it’s our most popular model for
curved staircases by far. The Otolift
Modul-Air Smart (or Oto Air as we like to
call it for short!) runs on a single tube rail
system and has the slimmest rail
diameter of any stairlift single rail system
stairlift. That means it fits closer to the
edge of your stairs leaving the remaining
stair width free for others.

It’s designed to fit the majority of curved
stairs even the more complicated narrow
or spiral stairs as well as the usual
quarter and half landing staircases. The
seat is modern and comfortable and the
Oto Air is so easy to use, we’re sure you’ll
love it as much as we do!

Brief Summary:

Fits curved staircases even the most
complicated ones with ease
 
Very easy to use and suitable for the
majority of users

Made-to-measure rail configured to
your exact stair design within a few
weeks.

Comprehensive 2-year warranty on
new models, 1 year on reconditioned
ones and an inclusive warranty for
however long you rent a model.

An option on new and reconditioned
models to extend your warranty by
another 3 years

24/7, 365 days a year emergency on-
call cover included in your warranty

Simply fits to the stairs and not the
wall and is installed in around 3-4
hours by our manufacturer-trained
engineers

Oto Modul-Air
Smart Stairlift

Call for a free quote: 0800 019 22 10



Call 0800 019 22 10

The thinnest single tube rail diameter
of any stairlift measuring just 6cm
wide. It can fit on most curved stairs
and can navigate 90-degree and
180-degree staircases with ease as
well as complicated spirals and
multi-flights.

Manual Swivel Seat to ensure a safe
and controlled way to turn the chair
to get on and off 

Padded seat and backrest for
additional comfort and support

Vinyl or fabric seat with multiple
choice of colours such as grey, beige,
or red

Folding arms, footrest, and seat to
allow easy access for other stair users

Interlocking retractable seatbelt for
additional comfort and safety making
sure you have your seatbelt on when
in travel

Easy-to-use constant pressure
joystick control on the arm of the seat

Powered Folding footplate means you
don’t have to bend down to fold the
footrest up and down

Battery operated so will work even in
the event of a power cut

Safety Edges built-in will stop the
stair lift automatically if it encounters
any obstacles on the stairs.

Real-time diagnostic display to show
the user the status of the lift

Remote call and send controls for
multiple users or to send the stairlift
to a mid-way park point.

Oto Modul-Air
Smart Standard

Features



Two-way powered swivelling seat and
footrest to facilitate downward-facing
travelling position on narrower stairs

Leather seat upgrade available with a
further choice of colours

Oto Modul-Air
Smart

Optional Features

Call 0800 019 22 10

Additional Charging or Stopping
Points on the rail to park the stairlift in
a mid-way position or on a mid-
landing for multi-flights

Locking key fob controls



Call 0800 019 22 10

As well as new Oto Modul-Air Smart stairlifts
we also offer a range of reconditioned and
rental stairlifts, subject to availability. 

When choosing a reconditioned or rental
model the chair and carriage will be
reconditioned and the rail will need to be
made new to accommodate your exact
stair dimensions. Upholstery choice of
colours is subject to availability for
reconditioned and rental models.

Is the Oto Modul-Air Smart suitable
for me?

To see if the Oto Modul-Air Smart is the
best solution for your needs call us on
01249 814528 for a friendly chat or to
arrange a no-obligation free home
survey for a quotation. We’ll measure
your stairs and advise on which model
will suit you best.

If you would like to try this model or a
range of our curved, straight, and
vertical Homelifts out for yourself then
please make an appointment for our
showroom where we will be able to
demonstrate all the features and you
can take one for a test drive!

Contact us for a free quote



Weight Limit:19.5 stone / 125kg

Overall Dimensions: Width of
stairlift when folded up 360mm
and when unfolded 635mm;
Track protrusion into the
staircase 160mm

Chair Dimensions: Seat height
(from footplate to top of seat
490mm); Height from floor to top
of footrest 85mm; Width of seat
between armrests 450mm

Staircase Dimensions: Fits
staircases 660mm wide and
over; Space needed to park the
chair at the bottom of the stairs
510mm

Certification - Machine Directive,
2006/42/EC, EN 81-40:2020,
UKCA

Technical Specifications

25 Harris Road
Porte Marsh Industrial Estate
Calne, Wiltshire, SN11 9PT

Call: 01249 814528/0800 019 22 10
www.1stchoicestairlifts.com
www.1stchoicehomelifts.com

1st Choice Stairlifts are an authorised dealer for the Otolift product range with qualified
manufacturer trained engineers on the installation and maintenance of their stairlifts


